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Il piano salvataggio Next Generation EU cambia l’Europa. 

► Quanto: 750 miliardi (390 mld grants 360 mld loans)

► Come: obbligazioni EU

► Da chi a chi: da ricchi a meno ricchi. Come mai prima

► L’Europa prima e dopo.

PERCHE?

► Debito Italia dal 135% Pil al 160% Pil nel 2020
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All’Italia una occasione così non capita più

►

► Quanto: totale 209 mld (81 sussidi, 127 prestiti)

► RRF: 65mld sussidi 

► Per fare cosa: la ripresa ecologica e giusta?
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Quanto è verde il verde piano EU

► art.4 DNH: The Recovery and Resilience Facility shall only support projects respecting the “do no significant harm 
principle. (art.1.: Do no significant harm” means not supporting or carrying out economic activities that significantly harm 
any environmental objective, as referred to, where relevant, in Regulation (EU) 2020/852 of the European Parliament and 
Council of 18 June 2020 on the establishment of a framework to facilitate sustainable investment, and amending 
Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 (so-called “EU Taxonomy Regulation”). The Commission shall develop a technical guidance 
notes on the practical application of the ‘do no significant harm’ principle, taking into account that Regulation).

► art.3 : To contribute to, and be fully consistent with the climate and environment objectives of the Union, notably the 
transition towards achieving the Union’s updated 2030 climate targets and complying with the objective of Union climate 
neutrality by 2050 in accordance with [Regulation 2020/XXX establishing the framework for achieving climate neutrality 
and amending Regulation (EU) 2018/199 ("European Climate Law")], at least 40% of the amount of each Recovery and 
Resilience Plan shall contribute to climate and biodiversity mainstreaming, across the six European priorities.

► art.15:  MS must provide a detailed explanation of how at least 40% of the amount requested for the recovery and 
resilience plan contribute to climate and biodiversity mainstreaming using the tracking methodology provided by the 
Commission. Before the entry into force of the Regulation, the Commission shall adopt by means of a delegated act the 
corresponding methodology using, as appropriate, the criteria established by the EU taxonomy
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